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to inquire into the operations of

Submission from Eric Ball OAM
Personal submission

I understand that the Parliamentary Select Committee is conducting an inquiry into RSPCA
in respect of

(a) its funding from government
(b) its objectives, and
(c) the use of its powers.

I make the following submission to the committee

Introduction

I have a long association with RSPCA as a member for more than 30 years, and as an
active participant on the Board until 2006, details of which are revealed in Appendix 10

The submission is mine alone as an RSPCA member and the views I express should not be
taken as representing the views of any other person, including RSPCA, the Department of
Agriculture and Food, members of the Animal Welfare Advisory Committee, orthe Minister
for Agriculture. The words are my own
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The public, one way or another, totally funds the administration of law protecting animals
from cruelty. They fund it by fees paid from members of RSPCA, by personal public
donations to RSPCA, and by the purchase of goods and services from RSPCA. The public,
since 2002, also funds RSPCA from grants paid out of taxes collected by the State. One
way or another the people from WA pay the cost of enforcing the Animal Welfare Act 2002

Those who voluntarily contribute to RSPCA tend to be compassionateIy aware, and cover
90% or more of the cost. Those who contribute involuntarily through the tax system, which
funds RSPCA grants, currently pay very little towards the cost - about 20c per capita. That
is an in equitable sharing of the costs forthe administration of public law.

Regularfunding of RSPCA from government only began after 108 years of free RSPCA
service to WA, managing the animal protection law as an independent agency. Government
funding in the subsequent 12 years began with an annual $ I, ^ million from 2002 - 2011, and
an annual $ I. ^ million from 2012 - 2014
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Thus, the cost of providing this service to the State has been substantially free to
government for decades, and the costin recent years has exceeded the level of funding
from government. Considering the absence of government funding fort08 years, and
limited funding forthe last 12 years, the RSPCA service has been financially very beneficial
to government.

Provided RSPCA meets the expectations of government and the community in providing
inspectorial services under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in WA, a strong case can be made
not only to continue funding RSPCA inspectorial services, but also to increase the level of
funding.

Butthere are big caveats on this assessment, and these are explained in the submission.

Q^^

The formal objectives of RSPCA globalIy have remained substantially unchanged for 190
years, But objects can be interpreted in a wider spectrum, and implemented with a zeal or
style out of character from the original intentions. This has happened in recent years
globalIy, and to some extentlocally, and the excesses have caused wider concern aboutthe
visions and objectives of RSPCA management

In the UK, generally seen as the model RSPCA globalIy, there is a PIethora of examples of
errors of judgment, perceived improprieties and loss of trust in the direction of the
organisation, including false prosecutions, violations of advertising standards and engaging
in political arguments. Even the Archbishop of Canterbury has now declined to be a Vice-
Patron notwithstanding previous Patronage from his predecessors.

Locally, in WA, there have been allegations which in some respects parallelthe UK

The Objectives of RSPCA WA and examples of excessive zeal at best, and improprieties at
their worst, are submitted here to the inquiry for examination. There are examples of
intended or unintended change of policy, and misdirection which seems to emanate from an
arrogant style of executive management

A fundamental component of RSPCA culture is that it has always represented the views and
aspirations of the wider community. When particular action groups or industries become a
dominant core in the governing Boards or Executive management teams, there is potential
forthe organisation to stray from its path of broad advocacy for responsible animal
management. Until 2013, the Board was elected from the members of RSPCA. That was
changed in 2013.

40% of the Board is now an unelected quinary of persons who have full Board powers to
bring their beliefs and persuasions to bear on the direction of RSPCA WA. They do not
representthe members, they are unelected. They need not be RSPCA members or have
any priorinterestin RSPCA, or concern forthe welfare of animals. And with their successive
appointments including choosing themselves they may continue in perpetuity as Board
members. A Board of that composition cannot be a barometer of the members'
expectations;it cannotfaithfully representthe RSPCA. The question must then be asked if
in the future any group of such unknown persons can be trusted to deliver the expected
RSPCA services, and services for government under the Animal Welfare Act

Is there a fundamental change of direction taking place in RSPCA WA? There does appear
to be a change in style and substance
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Use of Powers

The RSPCAWAhashuge^g^L.

Ithasfew^^,

To support its principal role it has t!I^g^rto nominate employees for appointment as
General Inspectors under the Animal Welfare Act 2002, and to financially underpin those
inspectors.

It has !!!^_99!,^L to raise funds from the public by charitable donations for its cause, and it
enjoys financial advantages under income tax law.

Those 9914^:^. are conferred upon RSPCA in support of its stated Objectives

"To promote animal welfare and kindness to animals;
to prevent or suppress cruelty to animals; and

to do all such lawful acts as the Society may consider conducive or incidental to the attainment of
those purposes"

Much has been said and written about abuse of RSPCA powers. There are examples of
abuse in fund-raising in this submission

There is the potential for abuse of power by RSPCA General Inspectors that gives rise to
concern. Abuse of regulatory power is very serious: it is an abuse of power by public
officers' That brings discredit not only upon RSPCA, but upon all General Inspectors who
overview the animal protection laws.

Examples include failure to follow regulatory procedures in investigating animal cruelty
complaints, in the seizure of animals from their owners, and instituting prosecutions. No one
questions the need to conductinvestigations and remove animals from harm, butthere is an
acceptable balance between remedial action and penal action. The use of power to pursue
prosecution rather than preventative action, while lawful, can be seen as provocative and an
abuse of power

General Inspectors, endowed with the preferred position and formal polices of RSPCA, can
find it challenging to balance those policies against alleged offences under the Act. The risk
for General Inspectors paid by RSPCA is to separate the two. They have a loyalty to the
organisation that employs them, and an obligation to be regulatory safe. This is not new. It
has always been so. The danger for General Inspectors is that when they breach
professional standards, there are personal penalties which so far none of them has
experienced.

That has not happened and it should never happen. Butthat will change if RSPCA does not
change.

The selection process, a test of qualifications and relevanttraining of public officers are
paremount to maintain an orderly regulatory workforce, with exemplary conduct to ensure
uniformity of performance. I have been told many times that this has not happened in the
lastthree years and ifthatis true it must be addressed by the Director General of DAFWA
He has appointed them.

I
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Delivering animal welfare services under the Animal Welfare Act withoutthe RSPCA is not
an option.

It is an iconic animal welfare body, recognised globalIy for its remarkable contribution to the
betterment of animals and the relationship between humans and animals. It has been an
educative establishment unparalleled in its influence for good, and the oversight of law
administration avoided by governments everywhere

Allinstitutions can stumble from time to time; RSPCAs are no exception. RSPCA WA has
done that. It is unclear whether this is simply an unrequited zeal by current management to
garner public funds, or a surge of executive power spurred by barriers preventing
improvement in the treatment of animals (Eg:intensive production and slaughter methods,
live animal exports and their slaughter, the escalation of animal use for sport and
entertainment, the expanding use of animals for vivisection, etc); orjust plain poor
management.

RSPCA WA appears to have changed its focus in three short years, It has severed its links
with government. It has distanced itselffrom its members. It has a poor industrialrelations
record to overcome. It has a gap in training for inexperienced officers, It has confused food
animal producers and others with a burst of enthusiasm. Its fund raising methods have been
tamished. It has deescalated its role in education and it has embarked on a spate of
publicity about offenders. It is selling its ability to prosecute rather than changing attitudes to
a more kindly society. These issues make its executive objectives obscure.

There can be reputation al damage when any RSPCA crosses "a bridge too far". A great
danger lays in a loss of confidence by government that RSPCA can deliver its services
aligned to government expectations. That is when Parliamentary Inquiries are conducted

That does not negate their good work, but it does require a dedication to restore the body to
its traditional path for which it has enjoyed a solid reputation for decades. That is the
challenge for RSPCA WA.

\
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The management of animal welfare law under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1920
in WAwas unchanged for 82 years from 1920 to 2002. The State inherited the form and
practice from the UK, and it worked well

From any perspective current government funding towards RSPCA in WA cannot be viewed
in isolation from the origins of RSPCA. In summary its funding, its objectives and its
acquired powers changed little, from the birth of the Society in the UK 193 years ago, until
(in WA) 2002.

Fundin from ovemment

But the rationale was a little bizarre.

The first animal protection law, the "1/1treatment of Cattle Act" covering cattle, sheep and
horses, was introduced in the UK in 1822, but no government department or agency
accepted responsibility forthe Act and no magistrate would convict an offender. So MP
Richard Martin prosecuted a case himself and brought a powerful witness into Court - a
suffering donkey, limping, injured, we Ited, bruised and bleeding. It was the first successful
conviction.

After two years of reluctance by any authority to investigate reported offenses, Martin and
others in 1824 formed the Society forthe Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. They attracted
members who raised money. They elected a committee to conductinspections and later
appointed paid "Inspectors". There were 63 prosecutions in the first year: cat skinning, cock-
fighting and pit-ponies in the coal mines, but particularly intreatment in the slaughter houses.
And they undertook education aboutthe immorality of cruel acts

In subsequent years the powers were extended to include all captive animals including
companion animals, birds, and a new law for"The Protection of Animals used for
Experimentation. " The SPCA derived its own powers of prosecution from later laws, and
attracted Royal Patronage to become RSPCA UK

Successive contemporary amendments have been enacted and the current primary Actin
the UK is the "Animal Welfare Act 2006".

According to its website, RSPCA UK does notreceive government funding and relies upon
membership fees and public donations

Move forward to 1892 when the WA SPCAwas formed. It replicated the early UK
experience untilthe Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act was passed in 19/2, and then
again in 1920, and again replicated the UK experience deriving powers of prosecution from
the Act. It too attracted Royal Patronage, and became RSPCAWA.

The fundamental peculiarity of this law, in both the UK and WA, was that no government
department or agency undertook responsibility forthe protection of animals, and deferred to
the RSPCA to acceptthe obligation. It was funded primarily from members, and public
donations. It established and maintained a reputation for kind and responsible animal
management: anditcostthe government nothing

In addition to the powers conferred upon RSPCA WA inspectors by the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals Act 1920, inspectors were also appointed by Magistrates as Special Constables
with additional powers that appointment conferred upon them, reinforcing their constabulary
position. RSPCA Special Constables represented about a third of all Special Constables
appointed in the State
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In the 1990s the Supreme Court held in specific circumstances that RSPCA WA was a
statutory authority because it derived powers from statute, the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1920. Although limited in scope, this decision reinforced the perception of
RSPCA's independent statutory powers.

Late in the 1990s small periodic grants of about $2,000 were given to this "worthy cause"in
WA, but no significantfinancial support was offered until 2000 when the State gave a capital
grant of $550,000 towards the present animal shelter in Malaga.

From 2002 the State provided an annual financial grant of $250,000, which was increased in
2012 to $500,000. Whatwas the significance of 2002?

From 2002

The WA Animal Welfare Act 2002 .changed the playing field. The Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1920 was dissolved and RSPCA was stripped of its statutory powers. Its only
statutory inclusion in the new Actis S. 33(,)(a) by which RSPCA may nominate RSPCA
employees for appointment as "General Inspectors", and they are thereby appointed. But
they are paidby RSPCA.

There appears to be no requirement under the Act, or in their conditions of appointment, for
the nominated candidates to be '17roperly qualified and trained, be subjectto strictlegal
control, (01) be required to act within clearand definite lines of authority ..."(from the Law
Reform Commission Report - Project 29 - Special Constables). The Report, dealing with the then
appointment of Special Constables, concluded "R'S. P. C. A. inspectors have little or no
training in law enforcement,

As the new Act replaced the inspectors' powers and responsibilities as Special Constables,
with defined duties and obligations under the new Act, the consequential shift of their
appointments by RSPCA to the Director General of DAFWA would appearto transfer from
RSPCA to the Director General the necessity forthem to be '17ropeily qualified and trained,
subject to strict/ega/ control, (and) be required to act within clear and definite lines of
authority ..."

The Director General may place conditions on their appointment, ( S. 33(3); S. 35(2)and (3)
and (4)), and terminate them, ( S. 33(4)) but no conditions have been placed on RSPCA
nominees, nor have any been terminated. Their powers, duties and obligations are identical
to other persons appointed as General Inspectors under the new Act. But RSPCA
nominees are paidbyRSPCA

Thus, RSPCA nominated General Inspectors have statutory powers, but notthe corporate
RSPCA. The RSPCA is no longer a prosecuting authority:it cannot prosecute:its inspectors
appointed by the Director General prosecute. RSPCA has funded prosecutions undertaken
by their General Inspectors. This has been financially beneficial for the government.

The change in the law from 2002 clearly changed the role of RSPCAWA. It lost powers
but gained funding.

Since 2002 the government has provided annual grants to RSPCA WA; $250,000 at first, but
now $500,000. The first grants precluded RSPCA from using the funds for inspections and
prosecutions. This was motivated by concerns from the commercial animal industries that
RSPCA would escalate its surveillance of theirindustries. With no evidence of that occurring
the restraint was later removed and more general uses approved.

I
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A list of recent government grants appears in Appendix I.

Concurrently from 2002 the government established its own animal welfare unit but with few
resources untilthe unit was transferred to DAFWA from 2011, (the livestock compliance unit
- "LCU"). From 2011 the government appointed additional General Inspectors from within
DAFWA who were managed by the LCU and focused on the livestock industries.

This was a significant escalation of the funding and overview of animal welfare in Western
Australia. It doubled the number of permanentinspectors in WA and although RSPCA lostits
statutory powers and had to defer those powers directly to their own inspectors, this rise in
the total number of animal welfare inspectors should have been welcomed by everyone, and
particularly by RSPCA. Not only did the government establish a special unit to manage
animal welfare, to appoint additional permanent inspectors, and extend the surveillance of
the livestock industries across the wider State, it also doubled the substantial annual grant to
RSPCA towards its good work, currently $ I. ^ million each year

A Memorandum of Understanding (non-binding) between RSPCA and DAFWA attempted to
establish identification of their respective activities, working relationships and standards of
conduct.

A concurrent Grant Agreement appears to outline an appropriate use and application of the
grants, but without being ovenprescriptive. This agreement goes to the heart of government
expectations from its funding, or it should do

The question being raised in respect of these grants, as it should be, is:

"Does the government get value in return for its $ % million grant
to RSPCAWAeach year?"

My view is unequivocally, yes. The government gets value because:

. it could not employ the dozen or so RSPCA inspectors for $500,000 pa;

. it could not provide the infrastructure to support those inspectors within the $500,000
pa;

. it could not provide accommodation to support the collection of abused and
abandoned animals, of any species, for $500,000 pa; and

. it could not provide the unique public leadership forthe promotion of "kindness" to "all
creatures great and small" for which the RSPCA is recognised globalIy.

But I do have some caveats on the application of all grants, particularly when measured
againstthe terms of grant agreements, and the transparency in the use of public funds.

The first annual grants to RSPCA WAwere conditional on government monies not being
used to fund inspectors. It is ironic that RSPCA Tasmania has also recently been the
subject of a Parliamentary Inquiry out of which concern was revealed abouttheir annual
grant of $400,000 pa, under a base service agreement, with an additional $180,000 to
support the inspectorate, and a special grant of $33,333 per month in 2013 to keep the
organisation viable

There are valuable lessons to be learntfrom the Findings of that Inquiry

To quote from that Inquiry's Findings:

\~

" 9. 74 The Government is currently underfunding the Inspectorate forthe given level of service
expectation. "
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But it also concluded that, for poor governance and other reasons:

"9. 78

And its recommendations included:

The RSPCA, in its currentstructure, is not suitable to receive orexpend ongoing public
moneyin accordance with public expectations. "

"9.79 by the OPPWE review the service levelitrequires forthe Inspectorate and considers the
adequacy offunding, coinmensurate with that service levelexpectation. "

It is importantthatthe application of grants should be directed to advance the animal welfare
objectives of government under the Act and not be dissipated into a PIethora of uses. The
concentration of grant monies into specific activities which align with government objectives
is paremount. It is critical to suck the best value from the dollars invested in the grants and
that may be best achieved by specific directions in the Agreements as to their use.

That has not been the approach adopted in the past.

Past grants have not been prescriptive, but generalised, and while the monies may have
been applied in appropriate activities there is no reporting as to where the monies have
gone, no reporting of the value obtained from the investment, and importantly no evidence
that the government's animal welfare objectives have been met.

There are therefore two parts to this issue. It may be desirable or necessary to have:

. firstly, an important directive from government as to the ^12^^^ of the funds to
further the animal welfare objectives of the government, and

. secondly, an appropriate audit evidencing that the funds have been applied in the
manner intended.

Grant Agreements, carefully crafted, can achieve these ends

The Agreement can prescribe very specific uses, such as to fund the relevanttraining and
salaries of RSPCA General Inspectors forthe administration of their proper duties under the
Act, or to provide relevanttraining and salaries and essential equipment for RSPCA
Education Officers' Monies should not driftinto general funds which may be used for other
purposes, particularly those aligned to other RSPCA purposes which may be at odds with
government objectives, or have the effect of dividing the community

The Agreement should also provide for an audit process in respect of the grant monies. An
audit process covering the use of government funds should be framed by the Auditor
General, not necessarily requiring the Auditor General to conduct an audit, but for him to
prescribe what auditis required, how it is to be conducted, what it is to include, to whom the
audit report is to be provided, and by when. The RSPCA engaged auditor may with the
appropriate scope of audit be able to apply the Auditor General's requirements in respect of
grant monies during the conduct of the normal annual audit of the organisation's affairs.

No-one should object to an audit of the application of public monies. It would demonstrate
the propriety with which the RSPCA is using public monies. And the cost of this audit should
be minimal if it is included in the normal annual audit of the Society's affairs

The comments about government grants through DAFWA should not be taken in isolation.
They also apply to grants from other government agencies including in particularthe WA
Lotteries Commission.

,

\-

Recent grants from Lotterywest are revealed in Appendix 2.
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Lotterywest require accountability forthe use of grant monies. They state:

'fAcquittalofyourgrant

All organisations who receive oursupport are accountable forthe expenditure of a grant
within a given timei7ame. Our grant acquittal processes are very simple and are explained
once your grantis approved. It's important to readyourgrant approvalletter

Generally grant acquittal will require you to
Comply with the grantagreement
Meet anygrant conditions
Show expenditure of the grant by providing copies of invoices offeceipts orby
submitting a completed Payment Request Form"

Pertinent ex-employees have stated to me that grants have not always been applied in
accordance with the purposes in the application. That is of concern, particularly if RSPCA
has submitted acquittal reports to Lotterywest. But I have no direct evidence to support the
allegations

To remove all suspicions in this regard it seems sensible that the same audit requirements in
respect of government grants ought to apply to grants from all agencies, including
Lotteryvilest. As a part of the normal annual auditthat would reinforce the confidence which
granting institutions can have in the appropriation of public monies to RSPCA WA

With these appropriate checks in place the government could feel confidentthatits animal
welfare intentions are being met, its obligations in support of the Animal Welfare Act are
being fulfilled, and its support for RSPCA continues as a cost-effective means of protecting
animals in WA.

I

It is normal to compare the State funding provided to other RSPCA bodies in Australia by
theirrespective Governments. Funding revealed in theirindividua1 2014 Annual Reports
show:

,

State

\

South Australia
Tasmania

Western Australia
Victoria
Queensland
New South Wales

The application of those grants differs from State to State and there is no particularrationale
upon which to make direct comparisons other than the level offunding.

It is recognised that DAFWA also has a budget for its own General Inspectors which is not
reflected in these figures for WA and the cost of animal welfare is higher than $0.19c per
capita. Butthat may apply in the other States too

Relevant extracts from the Tasmanian Inquiry - paragraphs 3.59 and 3.60 dealing with
government grants - appearin Appendix 6. The Findings of that inquiry at paragraphs 9.7,
9.8, 9.14 and 9.19 are clearly relevant. The fullreport can be accessed on the site shown in
Appendix 9

Grant Amount

$
1,000,000

600,000
500,000

1,000,000
760,856
806,062

Per Capita
$
1.69

1.16

0.19

0.17

0.16

0.11
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Othersources offunds

Legacies

Legacies and bequests can never be relied upon as a regular source offunds. They are
opportunistic at best and fortuitous. Butthey are contributory to general funds. A list of
recentlegacies and bequests is provided in Appendix 3

Fund-raising promotions

I have long been a great supporter of RSPCA both in advocacy and financially. It is an
autonomous stand-alone localWA or anization, with localWA members, a localWA Board,
and working with local State laws designedtg_p^^. Fund raising in WA
always enjoys significant public subscription. The procurement of public donations is always
successful. It is a registered charity for which donations enjoy a tax deduction and the
organisation enjoys favourable relieffrom income tax on its collections

Ernotive procurement letters are mailed to members of the public, and repeatedly to those

,

\

who subscribe. And they work. Money comes in. Typically these appeals come with a
personal letter from the CEO, such as one distributed on 2 June 2014. Regrettably the letter
was deceptive, misleading and improper. It used untrue information and statements about
an alleged local prosecution designed to appeal to the heartstrings of WA recipients, but a
prosecution which RSPCAWA has never undertaken.

Shamelessly the letter portrays the CEO as being personally confronted by the event

'The Kelie was one of the worstl'dseen. He was a bag of bones with very/it/e holding
him together but a mangycoaton top offyea infested skin. Once ou've rescued a do
that has suffered cruelt the most vividmemor is a/wa s the firsttime the wa theirtail.

This dog was in a verybad waybuthe stillmanagedto show that he was happyto be
here. "

He identifies the animal by name and describes the action of the Inspectors and whatthey
found on the property where the dog was discovered. And states:

"/t was with your generous supportthat we are able to fund the lawyers and barnsters
involved in our cases. ..."

.

"'The outcome of the court case against"Don Don's"owner was a conviction that resulted
in a line and a 12-month good behaviorbond. ..."

The story continues with photographs and a compelling ask for money in an enclosed
RSPCAWA media release on RSPCAWA letterhead. The address iven is RSPCAWA at

^4^.!^g^. The property, location and offender are blanked out. And it states that all charges
were made under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act

So whatis wrong and deceptive?

. This was never a complaintlodged with the RSPCAWA

. This was never an investigation conducted by RSPCA WA.

. NO Inspectors from RSPCA WA were involved in attending the property

. It was never a prosecution launched in WA.

. RSPCA WA incurred no costs for lawyers or barristers forthe prosecution

. It was never a case before a WA court.

. There is no law in WA called the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act.

. It was misleading representation
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It is on the public record that this was a case against Mr Geoff Lloyd which began in
September 2012 and was heard in the Goulburn Court in NSW, notin WA. It was a
prosecution conducted in NSW, but not by RSPCAWA

The CEO commenced with RSPCAWA in 2012 and it is implausible that he eversaw the
dog (in NSW) which he claims left him with a vivid memory. This was a false testimonial.
Seeking money by deception, by emotional dishonesty, brings RSPCA into undeserved
disrepute and has implications for future funding forthe organisation

RSPCA WA has numerous prosecutions of its own which it can proudly bring to public
attention to demonstrate its devotion to animal care. This was deliberate deception

Duplicity for public support has never been a part of the RSPCA temperament before and
this was a damaging indictment of the CEO. It was very bad spirited, unnecessary,
unwarranted, and probably unlawiul. It deserves condemnation in every way. Raising
money by false testimony or misrepresentation can never be tolerated

A formal complaintto the Department of Commerce produced the following response on 21
July 2014:

,

\

"Consumer Protection has contacted the ChiefExecutive Ohioerofthe RSPCA WA,
David Van 00ran, to notify him of your concerns andremindhim of the RSPCA's
obligations with respectto the Australian Consumer Law.

At this time no further action will be taken

Notwithstanding the warning, the RSPCA website continued to promote the story seeking
funds for alleast another two weeks. Ifound that difficultto accept as an appropriate
response to the warning from Consumer Affairs

And amazing Iy, despite receiving an annual grant of $ I, ^ million dollars, the opening
paragraph of the letter from the CEO states:

"Because we are notfundedb the ovemment we relyon donations from people
like you to survive. "

Why is allthis deceit so dangerous? Because the actions of their CEO can bring damage to
an outstanding organisation, and deserving public support will falter. It destroys trust.

\-
Not only does it deceive RSPCA's own members

. it deceives the donating public,

. it deceives those who profferlarge grants of money (such as the WA Lotteries
commission),

. it deceives those who leave estates and legacies to deserving bodies, and
significantly

. it deceives the State government who has ensured a flow of hundreds of thousands
of dollars to RSPCA year after yearfor a decade.

These claims were real or potential breaches of the law. They were unnecessary. But it
evidences improper management offund-raising by RSPCAWA with complicity from the
CEO

,,
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Apparently the CEO argues that it is acceptable to use a conviction by another RSPCA
organisation, in another State, because RSPCA is known nationally. Wow! That is akin to
the WA government claiming creditfor an event conducted by the NSW government. Ifthe
WA government was notinvolved in the eventit would be ridiculed for claiming the credit as
its own. That is deception

Ifthe Board was aware of his actions they should be ashamed. Ifthey don't know what he
is doing they should be ashamed.

Immediately following on from the rebuke from the Department of Commerce, another mail
out campaign was launched

A public fund-raising letter dated 16 September 2014 from the CEO described a local
prosecution resulting in fines of $11,000 and awarded costs of $20,000 againstthe offender
The letter states in bold letters in the largest type font:

"RSPCA didn't receive anyofthe $37,000 worth of costs andfines the puppyfarmerwas
charged to pay. It allgoes to the State. So where did the money come from to care for 50
animals we rescued? It came from wonderful people like you. "

That of course is untrue. The fines go into consolidated Revenue, butthe costs were
awarded forthe prosecution, and went to RSPCA WA. A claim to hundreds of mail
recipients that the RSPCA received nothing is again a false declaration in pursuit of public
money. Again directly from the CEO

On 30 September 2014 Ireceived an emailfrom the CEO which states "the response to my
request for help has been simply oveiwhelming. " (Which is always the case from these
carefully crafted appeals, and that is good forthe organsation's funds. If only the appeals
were truthful!)

The deliberate inference that RSPCA received nothing was again misleading at best,
omitting any reference to the contribution to their costs from the Court awarded sum of
$20,000. The RSPCA website, a week after the mail-out, announced "Error in appeal
content". His partly correcting website announcement was too late, too little, to the wrong
people and with wrong explanations. The principal targetforthe appeal was mailrecipients,
who did notreceive the apology

Ifthe CEO learned anything from his first mail appeal it should have been don't lie. But he
did it again justtwo months later.

As the leader of a registered charity with a powerful brand name and high expectations of
integrity, the CEO has a responsibility for honesty and proper conduct. He is accountable to
the public forthe use of their money, to the State for its grants, to the RSPCA members
whose cause he is leading, and to the Board to whom he oughtto be honest.

So whatis the Board doing about his conduct?

Financial Management

Since the change in Chief Executive Officer in 2012 the financial substance of RSPCA WA
has changed.

Annual revenue has dropped from $9,055,826 to $7,626,894 - down 16%
Annual expenses have risen from $7,134,717 to $8,903,535 - up 24%
Surplus has fallen from $1,921, ,09 to (-$7,276,640 - down to a loss forthe firsttime
Financial assets have fallen from a peak of $9,019,480 to $8,141,480 - down 10% in one
year

\
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These results coincide with the purging of a long established Board position of Treasurer,
and the transfer of allthe Treasurer's powers and duties, which were defined in the Rules, to
the new CEO

The position of Treasurer which allowed the Board to have direct contact with the financial
conduct of the organisation was removed. From that pointforward the CEO took control of
the money away from the Board. That flies in the face of good governance

The subsequent deceitfulfund-raising by the CEO since then does not sit comfortably within
good financial governance

Recent revenue figures, surpluses and financial assets which underpin RSPCA reserves are
revealed in Appendix 4

Reserves

.

RSPCA WA had a Policy on Reserves. I do not know ifthat has been changed. It read:

POLICY

Financial reserves forthe purpose of ensuring continuity of essential community services
during a crisis must be maintained.

OBJECnVESANDSTANDARDS

The amount reserved for this purpose should desirab/y be not/ess than a sum
necessary to provide operating expenses for a period of six months

The amount reserved should not exceed the sum necessary to provide operating
expenses for aperiod of two years

Surplus operating funds in excess of this reserve level should be applied to further
the Objects of the Society.

The expression "reserves" does notinc/ude special purpose reserves orendowments or
annuities which provide an income stream forthe Society, orreserves established for capital
purposes, orotherassets identified for specificpurposes other than operating costs.

There were sufficient reserves in place in 2014 to maintain the full education service which is
fundamental to the purposes of RSPCA. Butthe CEO in a media release 31 August 2014
stated that the annual report would reveal a deficit of $11 million and so it was necessary to
terminate the services of a number of people. He effective Iy closed the education services.

He confirmed that decision by informing the State Education Department that RSPCA would
no longer need the approval of the Education Department Animal Ethics Committee as they
were no longer using animals forteaching.

That would also require the termination of their scientific licence from DAFWA to use animals
forteaching. I do not know ifthey informed DAFWA butthat was essential ifthey were not
using an Animal Ethics Committee.

But with reserves at an all-time high despite three years of poorfinancial management, with
the strongest balance sheetin 120 years, and a teaching team with an exemplary reputation
for a vital service, the question must be asked why the employees servicing the education
unit had to be terminated. And they had to sign confidentiality agreements abouttheir
termination

2

3
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None of the many priorterminations since 2012 was attributed to a shortage offunds: that
would also have been deception when the organisation was never financially stronger. The
reserves were there for a purpose: to cover any intermittentfluctuations in fortune

Reserves for RSPCA were covered in the Report of the Tasmanian Parliamentary Inquiry,
and again make interesting comparative reading, and are revealed in paragraph 3.71 in
Appendix 6

Recentrevenue figures, surpluses and financial assets which underpin RSPCA reserves are
revealed in Appendix 4.

There is an apt quote from Kent's Diaries: paraphrased, it reads:

".., deceive me once, shame on you, ' deceive me twice shame on me, ' but deceive me thrice,
and damn you Richard. A Monarchls choice is clear: execution orexpulsion ..."

I cannotthink of a more appropriate line from which to view the misleading utterances of the
CEO. Support for him from the RSPCA Board makes them complicitin the deception he has
perpetrated;in urianswerable trickery in the grasp for public money. Their only responsible
cause of action is to repudiate his falsehoods.

Government funding must be conditional upon impeccable conduct, and especially
exemplary financial conduct, by a reputable recipient, riot conduct of serial deception.

,

\

\
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The Objects defined by the Society alits formation in 1824, were:

"To promote kindness to animals;
to prevent or suppress cruelty to animals; and

to do all such lawful acts as the Society may consider conducive or incidental to the attainment of
those objects"

GlobalIy those expressed Objects have remained unchanged and still appearin the RSPCA
UK Annual Report 2014

RSPCA WA alone changed the Objects to "Purposes", in 2007, and by the addition of three
new words:

"To romote animal welfare and kindness to animals;

Ob'ectives

to prevent or suppress cruelty to animals; and
to do all such lawful acts as the Society may consider conducive or incidental to the attainment of

thosee!^"'

A change to the Objects requires approval under SI9 of the Associations Incorporation Act
1987, and the publication of those changes ifthe Commissioner so requires. I do not believe
the RSPCA soughtthe specific approval from the Department of Commerce before lodging
the changes for registration, and that would be a breach of the Act, but it is unlikely that
there would have been any obstacle presented by the Department.

The rationale forthatlocal change is unclear, but it does not divert from the Objects in any
subversive way. Some argue it is an improvement;I believe it weakens the original
emphasis on "kindness to animals". But I have no issue with the Objects, now called
"Purposes", - the intent appears unchanged.

RSPCA Australia, of which RSPCA WA is a Foundation Member, had two majorobjectives:

"To give the RSPCA movement in Australia a national presence; and
Topromote unity and commonality of purpose between the eight RSPCAs"

The current published Objectives of RSPCA Australia are

. Toprevent cruelty to animals byensuring the enforcement of existing laws attodera/ and
state level.

. Toprocure the passage of such amending ornew/egislation as is necessary forthe
protection of animals.

. To develop andpromote policies forthe humane treatment of animals that reflect
contemporary values and scientific knowledge

. To educate the community with regard to the humane treatment of animals

. To engage with relevant stakeholders to improve animal welfare

. To sustain an intelligentpub/IC opinion regarding animal welfare

. To operate facilities forthe care andprotection of animals.

These Objectives must be supported by the Federation of Member Societies known as
RSPCA Australia. They are supported by RSPCA WA.

The questions being asked, however, appearto be has RSPCA WA departed from its
published Objects, or has it adopted other unwritten Objectives or changed its agenda?

Only RSPCA can answer those questions, butthere are considerations which may bring
people to a conclusion that RSPCA has hardened its view in the face of significant changes
in the use of animals globalIy and locally
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Contemporary uses of animals include (only as examples), intensive production systems,
long distance transportation of live animals, inhumane slaughter methods of exported
animals, and practices to change animals for our own purposes (Eg: manipulative use of
animals for scientific purposes). While some of these are recent evolutions, many practices
have endured unhidden in custom and tradition for decades, even centuries, and their
exposure now has given a rein to much concern forthe welfare of these animals

It would be naive to imagine that RSPCA, with its honorable Objects, would not or should riot
respond to the unveiling of inhumane management practices. That presents a complex
dilemma for(for example) commercial animal producers, the people whose animals provide
food and fibre, and those who believe that animal models are essential for medical research,
all of which it may be shown contribute to the economic benefit and health of the nation. But
the RSPCA will ask, reasonably: ';, It what cost to the animals?"

And it appears to have hardened its search for compassion.

Sowhatshould RSPCA do?

In focusing attention on the welfare of animals from which we all benefit in one form or
another, and yet sometimes we know of practices which appalI us, it is clear RSPCA is
focusing on the Objects of the respected Society of members. That may present discomfort
to commercial industries, animal use enthusiasts, researchers and others, butthat has
always been so. That is not new. Whatis new perhaps is a degree of anger with which
RSPCA is pursuing its quest for reforms, and with a frustration fired by inaction or reluctance
of animal users to reform

RSPCA has always expected incremental reforms, butthey can be oh so slow. Change
happens, but sometimes it takes more than a generation to bring about

AnecdotalIy I recallfrom my youthful years (a long time ago) working fortwo weeks in the
abattoir, then at Northam. Cattle were broughtinto the race and were stunned with the back
of an axe, dropping them to the floorfor exsanguation. Ileft distressed at what I saw, and
was asked to do. Recently we were exposed to the same practice in the Philippines where
local slaughtermen stunned cattle with a sledge hammer

We don't do that anymore in Australia. But it took decades of conscience, and a cultural
shift, before the practice was outlawed in Australia. But no matter how much we may
grimace, we know this happens to Australian animals sent overseas, and it should shame

\

us.

A huge ethical challenge for Australia is to continue sending our animals into jurisdictions
where animals are treated and slaughtered in ways which, if done in Australia, would see the
operators jailed. What does the RSPCA do? - it expresses its views aboutthe harm caused
The export practice may be commercially convenient, but it merits a response from RSPCA

While RSPCA globalIy has changed many cruel practices, new practices have been
revealed in animal uses which did not occurin the formation years of RSPCA, and they have
escalated in a dominant way in our lifetime

AnecdotalIy I also recall working in a piggery where the animals were penned with adequate
space, and piglets were produced withoutthe intensity of confinement. Intensive production
now confines pigs to sow stalls. There is a moral challenge for Australia to continue some of
these practices and expect no criticism. That is whatthe RSPCA does:it expresses its
views about harm done to the animals
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We might all believe in incremental habit changing, but it takes years, and for many other
countries and cultures, decades. Butthe RSPCA has always been, and will continue to be
the conscience of the nation, seeking kindness to animals and preventing or suppressing
cruelty

But it too must act ethicalIy, and therein lays the challenge. Indeed the question of
probity and trustis the core of current criticisms of RSPCAWA.

Corporate Management

RSPCA has always been managed by a committee of persons chosen from their committed
members. The committee has been called variously a "committee", a "council" and a
"Board". The names have changed butthe functions have remained constant. The elected
committee, on behalf of the members, oversees the organisation in allrespects, determines
policy, and provides direction.

Who then is on the committee?

The first UK committee included mainly Members of Parliament and dignified officials
They included:

Sir Thomas FBuxton, MP
Mr Richard Martin MP

SirJames Mackintosh, MP
SirJames Graham, MP
Hon JohnA Warre, MP
Hon William Wilberforce, MP

They viewed with concern the welfare of cattle and other livestock, and gross mistreatment
offo0d animals in the slaughter houses. Vivisection became a later concern causing Queen
Victoria to support the introduction of laws to protect animals used for scientific purposes.

The first WA committee included Members of Parliament, pastoralists and dignified
officials, including the Governor as President. Early Committee members included:

\~-

Governor Sir William Robinson (Presidentl
Archbishop The Right Rev Charles O Ri/ey
MrJustice A1fi'edHensman
Hon Sir William TLoton

Hon Joseph Dulfa//, MLC
Hon George Shenton, MLC
MrThomasDuif MLA
Mr William Nairn, MLA

RevArthurBroome

RevGeorge Bonner
Rev George A Hatch
William Mudford Esq
A EKenda/Esq
Lewis Gompertz Esq

Later members, all distinguished persons in Perth, included

001J Scott Young
GolKen Bladen, AM
Hon Reg C Mattiske, MLC
Hon William Burges, MLC, JP
RtHon LordMayorChar/es Veryard
RtHon LordMayor Tom Ward/e
Hon MayorEe/co Tacoma
SirErnestLee Steere, KGB

The origins of the WA Society stem from active women including Lady Madeleine Onslow,
Mrs Edith Cowan and Mrs Ethel Bun who are given creditforits formation. The early focus

ChiefJustice SirA/exander Onslow

Sir Stephen Padrer, KG
Bishop Heriry Parry
MrA EBUrt, /So
Mr Waiter Padbury
MrsA EthelBurt

MrCecilAndrews, MA
Mr William Marmion, MLA
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was on horses and the livestock industries. The predominant members were Members of
Parliament and pastoralists.

Today there are no Members of Parliament on the committee of RSPCA WA and I can find
no record of any parliamentarians participating in the last 60 years' I am aware there has
been a pastoralist or animal producer on the committee since the 1970s, but never more
than two in any year

I make those points because RSPCA is often depicted as an antifarmer body, and yet it was
predominantly the pastoral industry that launched the Society, and attracted Members of
Parliament and influential citizens to be a part of this honorable organisation: both in the UK,
and at its formation in Perth.

Why then is it viewed as antifarming? Perhaps the problem lies with the farming
industry. It currently takes no or little interest in membership;it presents few candidates for
election to the Committee; and it bellows rather than joins the debate to further the
Objectives which it so stoutly enjoined from the beginning. The debate has been taken away
from pastoralists by their own undoing.

Why is it that the RSPCA is exasperated with governments? Perhaps the problem lies
with Members of Parliament, none of whom has deemed it relevantfor alleast 60 years to
participate in furthering the Objectives with which they aligned themselves with so much
vigourfrom the beginning. I am sure there are Parliamentarians who are RSPCA Members,
but none is participating in the policy-setting or direction of the organisation. The debate,
again, appears to flow from a Society withoutinformed inputfrom Parliamentarians who can
representthe whole of the community. No wonder it is frustrated.

Are there any RSPCA committee members, therefore, who can contribute
representative views from government or government agencies?

Yes;there have been valuable links to government by deliberate provisions in the RSPCA
Rules until 2013. Key government appointments to the committee became automatic and
the contributions of senior departmental officers in consideration of policy and direction
ensured decisions were wellinformed and consistent. The links also consolidated co-

operative relationships at the operational level, particularly with WA Police. But what
happened?

RSPCA relationships with Government

To ensure interactive and meaningful links to relevant agencies over 28 years, the RSPCA
Rules provided forthe following specific appointments to the Board

. Commissioner of Police (or a nominee)

From 1985 the following Police Officers sat on the RSPCA Board, each making a
constructive contribution to policies and proceedings.

I

ChiefsuptR Page
Supt D Grant
Inspector E Wright
Actg Srir Sgt FMCGrath
Srir Sgt Canning
Asst CommissionerB Etter
Executive Director G Italiano

Deputy Commissioner M Lampard

Supt T C/ewes
InspectorR Smith
Chief/nspector H Stoneham
Srir Sgt B Pend/ebury
Actg Srir Sgt J Ross
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Chiefsupt R Page alsojoined the Board as an elected private member from 7986 until2002

The current Board changed the Rules in 2013. From 2013 they said "no more Police
Officers". Neither the Commissioner nor his nominee now has a seat on the Board

. Director General of the Regulatory Department(or a nominee)

From 2002 the following Departmental Officers sat on the RSPCA Board:

DeptofLoca/ Government and Regional DevelopmentMrlCowie

MrQ Harrington DeptofLocalGovemmentand Regional Development
DeptofLocalGovemmentMr B Jolly

Mr/ Cowle alsojoined the Board as an elected private member from about 2004. He is
currently Vice President.

Mr B Jolly alsojoined the Board as an elected private member from 2012 and is a Board
member

The current Board changed the Rules in 2013. From 2013 they said "No more
Officers from the Director General's Office". The Director General of DAFWA, to
whom the regulatory responsibility was transferred in 2011, did not appoint any
nominee from DAFWA. Neither the Director General nor his nominee has a seat on

the Board

. Veterinarian (recommended by the Veterinary Surgeons Board)

From 1978 the following veterinarians sat on the RSPCA Board:

DrD Petrey
Dr I Miller

DrDHopkins
DrJBoume
ProfWC/ark

I

\

The current Board changed the Rules in 2013. No veterinarian now has a seat on

Rule Changes

Following the appointment of the new CEO, the Board changed the Rules at the next Annual
General Meeting. In addition to those mentioned already the following changes were made
They are significant.

I The Board can now appointto the Board any 5 other persons they want. They need
have no connection with RSPCA, need not be members, need never be members, but
will be "deemed to be members" while on the Board. They will all have the full powers
of an elected Board member including the power to appoint other non-elected persons
to the Board like themselves.

the Board

Dr TEdwards
DrHJones
Dr D Harris

DrS Paw/ey
DrA Oroxford

2 With 12 members on the Board (including 5 appointed persons), a quorum is 7. A
majority of the quorum, ie 4 members (none of whom need be elected by orrepresent
the members), can hold the power to direct RSPCA - an unelected quartetin control of
the multi-million dollar budget

The members of RSPCA had theirrepresentation reduced;their power to influence decision-
making forthe organisation was diminished or lost. The members losttheir voting voice

Dr D Slater
Dr J Hill

DrlHainsworth
DrPSenewiratna
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The potential for abuse is awiul. Any collection of persons with a like mind could control
RSPCA. Any organisation with a desire to change its policies, change its investigative
posture, change the use of its assets ($, 2,380,912 in 20.4), change the expenditure of its
income stream including donated money and grants ($7,626,894 including government
grants in 20.4), will be in control

This has happened in the past when Animal Liberation took control of RSPCAWAfor a
period of time. They acted swiftly to demolish the organisation's standing: they replaced its
policies with those of Animal Liberation and tried to remove hundreds of members, including
the Governor. Public donations fell to a dribble for 5 years and the organisation stumbled
badly, its reputation SUIlied

The changes made by the Board in 2013 have re-opened the doors forthis to happen all
over again. It need not be Animal Liberation;it could just as easily be a takeover by any
group wanting access to its prosecution powers, assets and funds - including animal
exporters, egg producers, the racing industry, People forthe Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA) or Animals Australia. No power group should dominate the RSPCA. It was always
and should remain a barometer of animal care from the whole community.

Butthe Board went further.

The previous Rules relied upon extensive complimentary Regulations which were
published when the Rules were adopted. The Regulations were significant matters of
concern to all members. They included:

. the election processes,

. the conductofballots,

. conflictsofinterest,

. financial management and auditing,

. the rules for auxiliaries and branches,

. the standing orders forthe conduct of meetings,

. and many other matters of significance. They were all on the RSPCA website.

The Board deleted allthe Regulations. Their narrative changing the Rules said:

"Overarching change: Removal of allreit>fences to Regulatibns and, where
appropriate, replacement with a Board Governance Charter andBoardPo/jobs"

Thus, allthe Regulations, a hugely significant document forthe management of the
organisation, were sliced away from the members in one gesture. But no replacement
Board Governance Charter or Board Policies were provided for members to consider.
None have yet been published at the time of this report.

Theirremoval was a cavalier approach to the intelligence and rights of members. That
action is a replica of what Animal Liberation did immediately when they took control of the
organisation for a period of time. They changed the Rules and Regulations.

So who agreed to these new changes adopted in 2013? According to the Department of
Commerce less than 200 members voted. When the Rules were changed in 2006 in a
ballot conducted by the State Electoral Office 786 members voted. This time the silent
majority failed to vote. That is no wonder because some members received no notice of the
changes, including Life Members like me (untill heard aboutthe Board's actions). It
appears that the Register of Members was not a correctrecord of members in the form

\-
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required, butthat breach of the Associations Incorporations Act was insufficient to invalidate
the vote (a remarkable Department of Commerce decision).

There was an obligatory advertisement aboutthe AGM hidden in a Friday edition of the West
AUStraffan but it only mentioned an agenda item to change the Rules. The significance of
the changes was not canvassed. Contrary to the requirements of the Associations
Incorporations Actit did not state that these were nine "Special Resolutions", butthat breach
of the Act was insufficient to invalidate the vote (again a remarkable Department of
Commerce decision).

Several published notices of the AGM including the website and the members' magazine
omitted any reference to the proposal to change the Rules.

The agenda with the notice of the AGM mailed to some members stated an item only:

"To receive the proposed Constitutional changes and approve the same".

The proxy form provided only for a member to vote "for" or "against"the whole of the
changes, notwithstanding that there were 9 separate Special Resolutions to consider
individually

The postal ballotform required the member to insert the member's own name on the ballot
paper identifying the voting directions of each specific member. There was no secret ballot.
The letter from the Presidentintroducing the proposed Rule changes included the request to
return the ballot paper (and the member's name must appear on the ballot paper) directly to
the CEO. An envelope addressed 19_^I^^!)(was provided. Clearly he wasthe
Returning Officer

Changes to the CEO duties were a part of the proposed changes. The CEO should not
have been the Returning Officer, particularly as the specific person to whom the ballot paper
was to be returned was a subject of the proposed changes.

This was a gross conflict of interest or at the very least a serious perception of a conflict
There was certainly a potential for undue influence on the voter, and a potential for adverse
votes to be removed from the ballot by an aggrieved CEO. In no way am Iinferring there
was any impropriety by the CEO. Butthe opportunity for impropriety existed and this
compromised the postal ballot in a serious way.

Why was the CEO appointed Returning Officer when on every previous occasion when a
postal ballot was needed for elections, and for Constitution and Rule changes, the State
Electoral Commission was appointed to conductthe ballot? This was an unexplained
departure from previous good governance in a ballot of members

The Board's actions were unprecedented, unexpected and mostly unexplained. The
documentation was in many ways incomprehensible, the announcements deficientin their
explanation, with the resulting potential for huge damage in the future to RSPCA. A covering
letter suggested this was to improve the governance of the RSPCA, but to remove Board
representation from the control of members was an arrogant decision which can only reduce
the ability of the members to ensure their organisation remains true to its Objects and is
managed with probity

The changes must have needed a driver and that could only be the CEO or one of the eight
Board members, not one of whom was involved in any way with RSPCA when Animal
Liberation demonstrated whatthey could do
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The Board may have acted with good intent, although no strong justification for any of the
changes was given. They may be honourable people and there is no suggestion otherwise,
butthey will be replaced by others - by appointing their own favoured five unelected
persons, while only two members' nominees will be elected each year. The Rule changes
made will leave the organisation open to gross abuse by any future Board with disreputable
intentions. That must be a worry for every RSPCA member. I suspect, and hope, the Board
members were unaware of the unintended consequences of their actions.

I am of the view that the future for RSPCA will be one of risk and uncertainty. What can
happen usually does happen.

Why has the Board driven these changes? Why have they diluted the role of members?

Elections 20.4

The 2014 Board elections were dele ated to the WA Electoral Commission who advertised

two vacancies. Surely they were acting on instructions from RSPCA WA

I

Butthe election was conducted for onI one OSition, apparently to reduce the elected Board
numbers to 7

What sort of governance does that indicate, when even simple elections are mismanaged?

Membership

RSPCA WA started as a member based organisation and always has been. It has had a
broad-based membership from the whole community with no exclusions other than those
who have committed offenses.

It was a compassionate organisation which gathered wide support which grew for years, In
the 1980s voting adult membership was about 6,000. That dwindled down to about 3,000 in
the early 2000s but it was still a strong memberbased organisation.

For comparison purposes, its membership generally exceeded that of the Royal Agriculture
Society of WA of about 1,800 and WA Farmers Federation of about 4,200. Conversely it
could never reach that of the Royal Automobile Club ofWA of almost 750,000

There has been no apparent drive to retain or increase RSPCA WA membership. It appears
that membership has been allowed to diminish. I do not know how many members now form
RSPCA butthe 2014 annual report reveals that the annual member's fee of $50 each
produced only $19,777 which represents an annual membership of only 395 persons

Even the WA Voluntary Euthanasia Society boasts more than 800 members. So whatis
happening to the memberbased RSPCA? Why is there no endeavorto garner membership
to this great WA institution? There has been no drive to increase membership: rather it
seems to be collapsing. Why? Ifthe Board is unaware of the falling membership numbers
they should be ashamed. Ifthe Board is aware that membership is poor and falling whatis
the objective?

To ensure its perpetuity support must come from a strong base of members who are aligned
with the RSPCA position that humans may use animals butthey have a responsibility to care
forthem.

\

Without RSPCA members, a critical element for its existence, the organisation will surely
falter and other organisations or competing bodies, will step up and replace it
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Alliances are fine. Sometimes they strengthen your purpose. But RSPCA must notlose its
own identity and attraction to the wider community for which it aspired and has enjoyed for
twelve decades. It needs its members from the whole community

The Board must never distance itselffrom its members:they are supposed to be
representative of their members. The current change of direction in many ways signals poor
judgment about a future disconnection from members - it may seem contemporary in some
strange way butthe future for RSPCAWA may instead be impermanent

RSPCA must resume its traditional position as the ascendant protector of the welfare of
animals in the State. And it needs members to share the journey.

Staffturnover

The Annual Report immediately priorto the appointment of the current CEO lists a staff of 61
employees (other than fund-raising shop assistants who are notlocated at the Malaga
shelter). See Appendix 5. Only 16 of those 61 employees remain today, all others having
left RSPCA, some voluntarily, but many involuntarily. That is a loss of more than 70% of
established staff.

I ^

All executive positions were replaced
At the date of this submission, of the then 12 inspectors, only 3 remain
Of the then 5 veterinary staff, only I remains
Of the then 6 education staff, none remains.
Of the then 7 finance and corporate staff, only 2 remain.
Of the then 8 marketing team, none remains.
Only 10 of the then 20 animal shelter staff remain.

No organisation can waste such a significant proportion of its workforce, with years of
service, without losing its cultural experience. The release of this experience was
undertaken with surgical precision from the executives down, individually and in groups.

Either the Board resolved that they wanted a new culture and directed the CEO to replace
the existing workforce with those more to theirliking, or the CEO has taken the organisation
down a path of his choosing. Either the Board was aware of the calamitous affectthat had
on their staff, and the ruin of morale, and accept responsibility for damage to its industrial
relations reputation, or it is unaware and should be ashamed of the actions of its CEO.

A consequence of this wave of departures seems to be a new way of thinking within the
RSPCA and that is showing in the actions of the replacement team

The cultural change can be demonstrated in the inspectorate which consequentially has
short term experience in Western Australian law enforcement, investigations and
prosecutions

\

Staff Training

The inspectorate is now under the direction of an RSPCA UK Deputy Chieflnspector
imported to Perth in 2012 from RSPCA UK after a Skype interview. She appears well
qualified and represented RSPCA UK extensively in the media. As an immigrantto
Australia, however, there is a question about her eligibility to hold the powers of a law
enforcement officer which requires Australian citizenship or Australian residency, but ifthat
is not questionable she must conduct herself according to the proprietaries necessary in that
public role.
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Perhaps she came to Perth to escape the difficulties being revealed about RSPCA UK. Her
invitation to Perth by the CEO coincides with controversial activities in RSPCA UK, and
particularly in their inspectorate. See Appendices 7 and 8.

There are claims that since her appointment as a General Inspectorin WA she has failed to
meetthe standards expected under the law in WA. While there are examples cited to me,
and repeated in websites about RSPCA WA activities, they may (or may not) have been
magnified for effect. Butthey include:

Failure to use a correct warrant

Failure to follow established "Procedures and prosecution guidelines"
Failure to give notices and instructions to an offender
Failure to seek a forfeiture application
Prosecuted in the name of RSPCAWA instead of under her own authority
Prosecuted in her own name without prior consultation with the State Solicitor

The guilt or innocence of any alleged offender is notthe issue here:it is the process of lawful
investigation and prosecution that must stand scrutiny.

Such collapses in proper processes would underscore a lack of training, and of the Chief
Inspector of all people. If she was trained then this would reveal a gross lack of prudence by
the most senior RSPCA investigative and prosecuting officer in the State

Either way, that is just not an acceptable standard of conductfor any law enforcement
officer, for any public officer. RSPCA WA has always been better than that. Why has it
deteriorated, and particularly at a time when there have been so many investigations
occurring in WA? A sloppy investigation can allow guilty persons to escape, and innocent
persons may be wrongly convicted. Neither the State, northe RSPCA, can afford ineffective
or wrongfulinvestigations to be conducted. It makes a mockery of good law.

So is this a "loose cannon"inspector, or is it a training issue. I suspect it is a failure in
training, and a failure in direction. Ifthe Chief Inspector has been allowed to conduct herself
in this manner what example does that convey to allthe General Inspectors she leads?

That goes to the leadership from the top down - from the only Executive Officer seniorto the
Chieflnspector, the CEO

Ifthe inspectorate, the front line of representation for RSPCA, is untrained, what confidence
can the public have in the management of this important association of members and iconic
leader of public opinion across the State? What has gone so wrong?

RSPCA appears to have been steered on a new course since 2012, and it is this cultural
change that seems to be at the base of concerns expressed to me. I have been contacted
by disillusioned members, aggrieved ex-employees and ex-Board members all expressing
disquiet.

Comparative experience

I

\

Although the Parliamentary Inquiry is about RSPCA WA it is interesting to see similar
concerns being raised in respect of RSPCA UK, often seen as the "model" RSPCA. Some
examples appearin Appendix 8.

The reports reveal controversial actions by RSPCA UK which in some respects parallel
those of RSPCAWA. They are for interest only and I emphasise these are not about
RSPCAWA but aboutthe greater RSPCA
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The point of these examples, however, and there are more, is that things can go wrong
anywhere and at any time. They have been going wrong in the UK and they have been
going wrong in WA. The question of responsibility is a key. Someone must always be
accountable, and in the end it must be the chief person in charge, and ultimately the
directing Board. That applies equally to RSPCA UK and RSPCA WA

Education service

There can be no greater contribution to the community than the outstanding education
program which RSPCA globalIy has conducted since it was established. Whilstthe form of
the teaching programs in WA has varied overthe years this has been a pillar of the purpose
for which RSPCA exists.

In 2002, corresponding to the receipt of the first annual grant of $250,000 from the
government, RSPCAWA developed a 12 page strategic plan forthe Education Unit. Why
has the Unit been abandoned since 2013, and the education staff, apart from an inspector,
been dismissed?

At firstthe website said no further education bookings would be taken. Currently it says "get
in touch with our Education Inspector' - it appears she gives schooltalks. Previous Annual
Reports have described with pride the outreach program, the schools holiday program and
the education facility renovation. And the Australian Directory of School Activities and
Excursions has promoted the RSPCA Education Unitforteachers, and students, interactive
visits and resources that meet curriculum learning areas

The license for RSPCA WA to use animals forteaching is invalid if no "teachers" are
approved and the programs are not sanctioned by an Animal Ethics Committee. The CEO
has informed their Animal Ethics Committee that they are no longer conducting teaching
programs using animals. The website refers readers to a commercial course in animal
handling

,-

It is understood that despite having a dedicated teachin facilit funded when the State
provided capital money, and ^^^EQforinteractiveteaching was
sponsored, the barn has been closed and all petting animals forteaching have been
removed

The CEO may claim that the unit has riot been closed but it is apparentthatthe facilities
funded for education are not being used. Why? Grants from the State and Lotterywest were
both predicated on their use forthe education service

Education is a core business, perhaps the most important activity of allfor RSPCA WA. This
dilution of a fundamental object of RSPCA is flawed with misdirection

The good work done by RSPCA in its teaching program was published so well, conducted so
well, and with great pride. The present arrangements disguise underlying issues which have
caused the strategic plan to be abandoned

Comment

~.-

Government funding, government support and the appointment of General Inspectors from
RSPCA always anticipate that RSPCA Objectives are transparent, that the organisation is
being managed with integrity and the Board can be trusted. Whattrust can the members,
the donating public and government have when a change in Objectives or direction is clearly
signaled from the Board by a bizarre reconstruction of the power base taking control of the
leadership? By the change to its teaching objectives? By the conduct of its General
Inspectors?

The appointment of General Inspectors and theirfunding from government must be carefully
considered in the context of where RSPCA WA is being driven.
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RSPCA Inspectors as Law Enforcers

RSPCA UK has experienced adverse publicity which is reflected in views emerging about
RSPCA WA. RSPCA UK, concerned in particular about a lack of confidence in it
prosecuting standards, commissioned an independent review of its prosecution activity. The
report was handed down on 24 September 2014.

I coinmend to the Parliamentary Committee that an examination of that report will assist
greatly in understanding the difficulties faced by RSPCA UK, and I suggest RSPCA WA, in
managing theirinspectors and their prosecutions. This is important because it goes to the
core of good law enforcement practices. I have reproduced the Foreword of the report in
Appendix 7 for quick reading.

It is a fulsome report ending with 33 recommendations. It is emphasized that this review is
aboutinspectors and the prosecution processes, but it raises other issues of importance too
The following are examples from the report which may have application in WA in respect of
the use of RSPCA powers.

The RSPCA should open a dialogue with HM Government. .. seeking the
development of a concordatplacing the RSPCA's investigation andprosecution
activities on a formal basis. Itshould be based on the creation of arrangements for
accountability andgreatertransparency and include the appointment of suitably
experienced RSPCA inspectors forthe purposes of the Animal Welfare Act 2006

The RSPCA should reviewthe complaintsprocedure applicable to the Inspectorate
with a view to ensuring that complaints are thoroughly investigated at the earliest
opportunity with substantive feedback and/egitimate concerns being addressed.
Where the complainantremains dissatisfied there should be an escalation to a higher
levelincluding an external element.

Use of Powers

I

I

5

Reasons fordecisions should be recorded on the file so as to indicate how the

evidentia/ andpub/IC interest tests of the Code for Crown Prosecutors have been
applied in the particular case.

Urgentsteps are needed to reduce the time elapsing between the commission of
offences and the rece4)tofa case file in the Prosecutions Department.

The Society should reflect a more measured approach on the press releases relatihg
to prosecutions.

A copy of the fullreport can be accessed on the site shown in Appendix 9

Animal management issues

During the last 3 years many employees have spoken to me with concerns, and expressing
adverse sentiments aboutthe treatment of animals, and the treatment of staff

71

,

13

\

32

I cannot vouch for any of the statements aboutthe treatment of animals, others will need to
verify them, butthey include the following comments about animal management:

. animals have been taken from alleged offenders "without proper evidence fortheir
seizure";

. seized animals have been held by RSPCA "beyond the lawful time-frame permitted";
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. animals taken from alleged offenders have been "killed before prosecutions have
been completed";

. alleged offenders have been billed for kennelfees for seized animals "beyond any
real costs incurred by RSPCA fortheirtemporary care";

. most alleged offenders are "prosecuted rather than counseled" abouttheir actions.

Ifind the claimed practices difficultto believe. They so un-RSPCA. If any of the claims are
true they suggest an abnormal propensity forthe seizure and disposal of animals, the pursuit
of legal action and the recovery of costs, and a low aspiration to change the attitude in
offenders.

Two examples of unusual events, both verified by the complainants, are mentioned.

Firstly, amongstthe many reports given to me recently I received the following email in May
2015 from a member of the public:

"Hi,

You were interested in the story regarding how the RSPCA responded to our phone call about our cat
being stuck down the chimney. The incident happened inId-March 2074. Our Burmese Lilac oathad
been missing for almost a week. She is quite old ( we got her as a kitten in 7998) and we had figured
she had most probably been hit by a carordied- as there was no sight of her.

One morning we heard whatsounded like a cat's faint meowing. Upon further investigation located
the sound coming from the lounge room fireplace. Notreallyknowing who to callwe have called the
RSPCA.

I~
\

Iam pretty sure it was a woman who answered. We explained the situation to which the ladyatthe
RSPCA abruptly saidthat!!!^.^. We havethengoneontosaythatourpoorcatis
going to die a very horrible death ifwe don't getitout -the response was along the lines of-!exg!!
leave the cat in there andit dies ou can be char ed with animal cruelt , maybe try the emergency
services.

We have done a ring around to the local fire stations who had much the same attitude - we don't
rescue cats. Running down the list of fire stations to call, we Gaffed the Daglish fire station who to our
surprise - said that they didn't have much on and would come andgive it a shot, They attended
shortly after the call and were veryhe*)fu/. They managed to locate the exactposition of the cat using
some wallx-raymachine that they had- andpreceded to knock a hole in the wa\just below it without
damaging the fireplace mantle orinjuring the cat. To their credittheydid a fantasticjob. We offered to
pay them some cash fortheirtrouble buttheyrefused.

We were going to write into the local paper to express our gratitude to the Dag/ish Fire Service,
however on second through we were not sure ifthey were supposed to be out knocking holes in walls
andrescuing cats and we were concerned some bureaucrat mightread it and take it the wrong way.

IPersona//y thoughtthatthe whole point of the RSPCA was that they were animal/overs and theirro/e
was to come to the aid of"at risk" animals. Ithink it would be fair to say that an elderly cat being stuck
in a dirty chimneylbrnearlya week, during summer and with no food or water would be classified as
'^t Risk "..... apparently not I

How the cat managed to fallinto the chimneyis still a mystery. We have yet to fix the wall-justin
case it falls down there again.

Ihave attached a photo of the hole Dag/ish fire brigade knocked in the walljust as a little bit of
corroborating evidence that something was in factrescued from our fireplace. Ito0k the photo on the
79'' March 2074. ICan'trememberthe exact date but as this is a Wednesday, I'm certain the incident
happened the previous weekend, so the 75'' or 76'' March 2074.

Ihope this information is somewhat hetofu/,

Kind Regards,

,,

I
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That is a remarkable example of a change of culture

. Firstly, that "we don't rescue cats".

. Secondly, that a callfor help receives a threat of prosecution

. Thirdly, that it coincides with a campaign raising funds for a second catfacility at
Malaga.

Why would RSPCA refuse to help in a catrescue effort? And ifthey won't rescue cats why
raise funds for a second facility? If cats, for any logical reason, are not on the agenda for
kindness then that is deceitfulfund-raising. These experiences by members of the public
travel quickly around the community and can only cause distrust of RSPCA. It should never
happen. RSPCA doesn't need people claiming "RSPCA is no longer for allcreatures great
andsma"?"which has now been said to me several times

And the threat of potential charges ifthe loved family pet died is astonishing. It might even
be labeled an abuse of power

There was an excellent animal friendly facility funded from grants that was builtfor cats at
Malaga. And there is a fund-raising campaign under way headed "Help Pave the way to a
brighter future for WA cats"to construct a second catfacility. $400,000 is being sought.
The CEO explains in the promotion that it is a new catre-homing centre because the present
facility has had a quarantine problem, notthat it will no longer be used.

With the new Cat Act 2011 it may be that RSPCA sees some commercial advantage in a
second cattery, butthatis no reason to refuse help for an animal in harm's way.

Secondly, I had a phone callinforming me about a lady claiming she was an animal carer
fostering a Spaniel(?) and her pups. RSPCA called to collectthem back. The next day she
decided she would adopt one of the pups and rang RSPCA only to be told they had killed all
the dogs;the Spaniel and her pups, and gave no explanation. She was devastated. She
was a willing carer and adopter but she saw an RSPCA that had lostits compassion

Those mindsets are anathema to traditional RSPCA approaches to animal management.

It is likely that others familiar with such allegations could provide factual information. I am
unable to do so with direct evidence.

,

\

,

Animals used for scientific purposes

As a member of the Advisory Committee formed to develop the 2002 Actl was involved in
the recommendations. One of the expectations was that there would be power to appoint
General Inspectors from other agencies. That was supported as a positive development and
was adopted. There was to my recollection no discussion to remove RSPCA from the Act,
and the final Bill came as a surprise. Butthe power for RSPCA to nominate General
Inspectors was seen as retaining the RSPCA presence and role in animal protection law in
the State. The significance of that change was not appreciated for some time as it seemed
to be "business as usual", until 2011. Except for one particular change

Priort0 2002 RSPCA had conducted investigations into inappropriate animal holding
facilities in universities, and a number of adverse research projects. From the institutional
perspective that was extremely controversial. Butthere was no immunity for researchers or
teachers from the provisions of the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act and there was a
potential for offenses to be prosecuted. The research community was keen to exclude
RSPCA from their sites
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It was importantto ensure that animals used for scientific purposes were protected,
however, and it was pleasing when Part 2 of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 became effective.
RSPCA General Inspectors have been excluded from scientific establishments since 2002
and RSPCA has no active role in overseeing animals used for scientific purposes. It has no
powers. It has no qualified Scientific Inspectors.

Since leaving the Board of RSPCA I have therefore pursued a personal interest in the
welfare of animals used for scientific purposes through the application of Part 2. I have
been, and still am, a member of animal ethics committees at various institutions, and I have
been invited to conductindependent external reviews of animal ethics in universities and
government agencies. Other RSPCA or ex-RSPCA persons have also become involved in
animal ethics committees, including:

I

exCEOMrsteve Vanstan
ex BoardMr/an Southey
ex BoardMrDavid Brockway

Dr Tim Mather ex Board

Mr Colin Pearse GBE, JP ex Board

But neither the RSPCA northeir General Inspectors has an active role in overseeing
animals used for scientific purposes. RSPCAwas stripped of that role from 2002.

^^,

Broken down to its essence, the problems confronting the Society are about leadership.

There is uncertainty aboutthe intentions of the Board, and its sense of direction. Ifthere are
unspoken new Objectives, and it is difficult to measure that, they are unclear. The reasons
for changes it has made to its guiding Rules are perplexing, and its method of choosing a
governing Board is worrying, if riot for now then forthe future. There is a risk forthe future of
Board domination by people who do notrepresentthe members, orthe wider community.
That is notthe RSPCA.

MrBrendan Berry
Mrs E/Izabeth Horn/o0d
Mrs HeidiShie/ds

MrsLyn Bradshaw
Dr Chris Jones

The decisions of and conduct exhibited by the CEO are unfathomable. The Board must be
concerned ifthere are questions of trust raised in the methods of gathering public monies
through charitable methods. The Board must be aware of the intense removal of so many
employees immediately following his appointment, and the consequentialloss of operational
experience and culture. The Board must be aware of grave concerns about operational
errors of judgment and lack of due process.

Ifthe Board is unaware of these happenings then perhaps the CEO and the Board are not
sharing information. That is about governance, controls, delegations and reporting. Ifthe
Board is aware, that is worrying

Good standards and processes lead to good decisions. Poor standards and processes lead
to wrong ends. They escort decisions contrary to good policy and values, and in the
regulatory area to unjust consequences

There is much commentary about poorrelationships with DAFWA when they should be in
harmony for a common good. There is a sense that RSPCA holds a proprietorial claim on
animal welfare and perhaps resents any attempts by DAFWA to help guide them through the
regulatory process in a constructive way. And it all seems to be about standards of conduct.
RSPCA must acceptthatthey are notthe only player seeking good animal welfare in WA. It
must be a cooperative effort.

ex Board
ex Board

Board
Board

ex Chief/nspector
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Any commonsense view of what has been happening leads to conclusions that there are
actions needed to restore RSPCA WA to its established respected and influential path.

It does seem from allthe examples emerging aboutinteractions with RSPCA, that:

There is a breakdown in training
There is a breakdown in the regulatory conduct
There is a breakdown in employee relations
There is a breakdown in fund-raising trust
There is a breakdown in cooperation with government

Just as RSPCA UK has conducted an independentreview of its regulatory conduct, so
RSPCA WA may benefitfrom its own independentreview. That would not harm the
organisation, it could only be beneficial to its whole operations. It would renew confidence
by government in its capacity to support its General Inspectors, to receive government
funding and to provide the wider services for which it has enjoyed such strong support for
decades.

But meanwhile the following actions should begin

From RSPCA:

. A reassurence that its Objectives are unchanged

. Repairs to the way in which the governing Board is chosen by RSPCA members

. Skewed leadership replaced with honest and trustworthy executives

. An unbending commitment to stafftraining and conduct of the highest order

. A harmonious working relationship between RSPCAWA and DAFWA

From overninent

. A clear definition of the expectations of government in protecting animals under the
Act

. Those expectations translated into a workable service agreement with RSPCA

. Government funding to match the government's expectations of RSPCA

. A clear definition as to what purposes funding must be applied by RSPCA

. A harmonious working relationship between DAFWA and RSPCA WA

The current model can be massaged to provide value for money forthe WA government, but
it needs a focused and true commitment by the government andbyRSPCAWA

When animal welfare becomes confusing for government, and animal welfare proponents
become confrontational, especially at a time when government budgets are contracting,
funding cuts may spin the RSPCA cause backwards. That would be counterproductive to
the worth of the traditional RSPCA Objectives.

Both RSPCA and DAFWA must be mindful of good progress which can evolve in harmony.
A strong collegiate partnership between government and a responsible RSPCA can bring a
good welfare outcome to the millions of animals in Western Australia. There is no better
model.
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YEAR

2000
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

RSPCA

GOVERNMENTGRANTS

WESTERNAUSTRALIA

INC

STATE
GOVERNMENT

GRANTS

550,667

250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
500,000
500,000
500,000

APPENDIX I

SPECIFIC

PURPOSE

***

SHELTERCONSTRUCTION

\

The 2013 annual report Page 42 shows Grantreceipts
The 2013 annual report Page 46 shows Grants - Government
The 2013 annual report Page 46 shows Grants - Other

EDUCATION-NOT INSPECTORS

EDUCATION -NOT INSPECTORS

EDUCATION-NOT INSPECTORS

EDUCATION-NOT INSPECTORS

***

$979,305
$920,000
$ 59,305
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YEAR

WA LOTTERIES COMMISSION GRANTS

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

RSPCA
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

INC

I

LOTTERIES

COMMISSION
GRANTS

458,058
15,000

59,306
54,219

140,216

APPENDIX2

.

SPECIFIC

PURPOSE

Approved Grants List
Date Recipient

166,585
136,576
324,837

2,744
413,128

\

SHELTER CONSTRUCTION

SHELTER

16/12/2013

*

Royal Society
forthe

Prevention of

Cruelty to
Animals

Western

Australia

(Incorporated)

SEEBELOW

Purpose

Towards

information

technology,
buildings,
vehicles and

equipment to
enhance the

capacity of the
RSPCA to

provide
improved
animal welfare

services, and
99^!Y
education on

Amount

$413,128
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YEAR

RSPCA

LEGACIES AND BEQUESTS

WESTERNAUSTRALIA

INC

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013
2014

AMOUNT

286,329
285,694
215,432
672,279
479,311
883,900

1,807,840

APPENDIX 3

!,

1,551,920
1,379,843
1,508,227
3,001,231
1,874,410
1,581,542
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YEAR

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013
2014

REVENUE

RSPCA
WESTERNAUSTRALIA

INC

,,-

2,893,101
2,977,507
3,284,488

SURPLUS

6,642,116
6,708,228
7,567,612
9,055,826
8,900,112
7,626,894

189,452
646,319

1,657,891

APPENDIX4

FINANCIAL

ASSETS

1,318,171
769,053

1,020,764
1,921,109

384,593
(7,276,640

1,232,621
1,634,815
2,976,791

4,458,859 ,
4,348,479
5,937,366
7,562,483
9,019,480
8, , 41,021
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RSPCATASMANIA-EXTRACTS FROM REPORTOF PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

^!

The Committee concurs with DPIPWE that the level of funding to the RSPCA to3.59

run the Inspectorate service appears inadequate - given DPIPWE's current
service level expectations. As it currently stands, the RSPCA appears to be
bearing the cost of administering government legislation and is not sufficiently
reinunerated to cover its costs in so doing.

RSPCA
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

INC

I

3.60 The Committee is of the view that it would be appropriate for DPIPWE to
consider whether an external independent review of annual Inspectorate costs is
warranted. Coupled with an internal DPIPWE review of service level
requirements, this would enable DPIPWE to ascertain the appropriate level of
funding required for a given leveloflnspectorate service.

Reserves

3.71 Following further questioning from Committee Members MrRuddock Undependentauditor)
spoke to the amountthatwould be a "reasonable" reserve forthe RSPCA.

MrR"ddock - When we look otourothernotfor-profitor;90nisotions thotmjghthove $6 million or
$7million worth of reserves, ifwe lookot the RSPCAs aroundAustrolio, Western AUStrofto hos$6
million worth of reserves ,..

Soyou hoveorgonisotionsthotyou con offord to toke o degree of riskbecouseyou knowthotjf
there oresignjjicont/Iuctuotions in onyyeor thotyou hove the reserves to do thoc mm

For Tasmania ... Iwouldhove thought $2 million was riboutthe right/79ure.

MrBooth - In termsofgoodgovernonce undgoodprobity, orrongements wouldyou hoveo
suggestion in terms of whotsize of reserve thotoughtto be quarantined, effective!y, undprovide/br
a period oldownturn to make this organizotion sole atectively, for really wellcredentioledpeople
to siton the board?

APPENDIX 6

MrR"ddock- Iwould hove thoughtyou would needo reserve o10bout$2 millionforthesize of chi^
o190nizotion. Which would o110wyou two, three maybefouryeorsofve, ydiminished bequests
coming through.
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Governance

6.1

CuspTlDRSIX-GOVERNANCE

The governance of the organisation is at the heart of this Inquiry, as the Term of
Reference speaks to "the eggge!g! of the RSPCA to receive grid expend public
monies in occordonce with public expectations'1108

Corporate governance refers to the systems and processes put in place to control
and monitor - or 'govern' - an organisation. Good governance is embedded in
the good behaviour and the good judgement of those who are charged with
running an organisation009.

The RSPCA developed a detailed Governance Policy in March 2012 (Policy).
Within this policy the following statement was made:

Board members toke ultimate responsibility/br the governance of the RSPCA
70smonio (hereinofter coiled the Society?. However, governoiice is not o role
for the Board ond Board members alone. Governonce is also concerned with
the woy the Board works with chiefexecutive officer (CEO), sto. fi: volunteers,
service users, members ond other stokeholders to ensure thot the Society is

effective!y ond properly run and meets the needs for which the Society
originoted and its Charter. 110

6.2

6.3

,'~~ ' *

Findin s and Recommendations

9.5 The Committee is of the view that the strong brand of the RSPCA is and should
always be bigger than any individual involved from time to time in a stewardship
role. The Committee considers it imperative that the RSPCA work
constructiveIy with all parties necessary to bring about the changes
recommended, rather than challenging the Committee's findings and
recommendations.

\-

The Findings and Recommendation in this report are overarching rather than
prescriptive. They are constituted in this way so as to provide a broad pathway
for any future direction by the RSPCA or DPIPWE.

Findings

Provided an appropriate governance structure that supports the delivery of the
strategic needs of the organisation supported by suitably skilled personnel in
corporate governance, management and animal welfare is in place, the RSPCA
should have the capacity to:

deliver according to community/public expectations;

9.6

9.7

.
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expend public funds in accordance with community expectations; and
receive continued public funding.

RSPCA corporate governance and management practices have not been
satisfactory.

During the period under review, the RSPCA has found it difficult to attract and
retain a skilled multidisciplinary Board.

At Board level, there has been a lack of innovation around new structural models.

The Committee found a lack of strategic direction from the Board. Strategy
drives structure and while recent efforts leading to a rationalisation back to core
activities and reduced costs are noted, the Committee is of the view that
significant influence has been exercised by its longer serving Board members,
and this influence needs to be tempered to enable the RSPCA to go through a
dedicated restructuring phase.

The value of the RSPCA to the community in general is not doubted.

The role played by the Inspectorate to the Government ofTasmania in the
administration of the Animal WelfareAct146 is valued. It provides:

a necessary service;

value formoney
specialisation to secure prosecutions.

The Government is currently underfunding the Inspectorate for the given level of
service expectation.

The RSPCA brand is well respected despite internal conflicts within its ^anks.

In relation to the RSPCA, allegations of criminality along with allegations of
political interference were made. Elements of evidence received will be referred
to relevant authorities for their consideration after the tabling of this report. Due
to this referral action, the Committee will make no further comment on any
alleged incidents.

The Committee found that the RSPCA spent a considerable proportion of its
revenue on legal expenses unrelated to its core business.

The RSPCA, in its current structure, is not suitable to receive or expend ongoing
public money in accordance with public expectations.

.

9.8

.

9.9

9.10

9.11

9.12

9.13

.

.

9.14

.

9. 1.5

9.16

9.17

9.18
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Recommendation

9.19 The Committee recommends that, subject to DPIPWE and the RSPCA agreeing to
an ongoing relationship, whereby the Inspectorate service is funded by DPIPWE
and housed in the RSPCA:

a) the RSPCA signs an Mou with DPIPWE as early as possible and at latest
by the end of the calendar year. The Mou is to be in addition to any
future Services Agreement between the DPIPWB and the RSPCA for
Inspectorate Services.

Such Mou to include clauses to the following effect:

i. that the RSPCA commits to work constructiveIy towards the
development of an appropriate and efficient operating model;

ii. that the most appropriate form of corporate governance for the
organisation be adopted; and
that the RSPCA agree with DPIPWE on key targets and indicators
for implementation of the restructure and ongoing performance
of the organisation;

the DPIPWE review the service levelit requires for the Inspectorate and
considers the adequacy of funding, coinmensurate with that service level
expectation.

I

b)

111.
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Foreword

The independentreview of prosecution activity of the RSPCA UK

Since being founded in 1824, the RSPCA has established itself as the leading organization in animal welfare in
England and Wales and its influence has spread world-wide. The many facets of its activities include direct
involvement in animal welfare, research, education and campaigning. But from its earliest days enforcement of
the law has, as my terms of reference set out, been an integral component of its strategy for fulfilling its
charitable purposes of promoting kindness and preventing and suppressing cruelty to animals. The Council's
invitation to undertake a review of the Society's prosecution activity was therefore a great privilege.

Although the focus forthe review was the Society's role as a prosecutor and the concerns that had been
expressed aboutthis function, there were many strands to those issues - some going to matters of principle and
others relating to the quality of decision-making and the management of cases. It quickly became clearthatthey
had to be examined in the wider context ofthe overall arrangements forthe enforcement of animal welfare
legislation in England and Wales. It was also essential to distinguish between those criticisms, mainly of longer
standing, that went to the overall quality of RSPCA enforcement activity and those of more recent origin that
were more specifically directed at its prosecutions relating to hunting activity.

The currentrole of the RSPCA has evolved largely outside the mainstream criminal justice system and owes
more to history than any strategy. The unstructured and haphazard environment within which the RSPCA
operates now means that the RSPCA role is poorly defined and its relationships with the public bodies with
whom its work overlaps are unclear. Despite this and extensive crlticism in the media and elsewhere, there can
be 00 doubtthatthe RSPCA makes a major contribution and brings expertise that is too valuable to be lost. It
also continues to enjoy substantial public support. Nonetheless, there are significant weaknesses. In particular,
its prosecution role has failed to develop to accord with contemporary expectations of transparency and
accountability - issues recognised by my terms of reference. It therefore needs to adapt.

My report therefore presents challenges not only to the RSPCA but also to government and the public authorities
who share the responsibility for animal welfare. There is at present an undue readiness on their part to opt out of
tackling animal welfare issues on the basis that the RSPCA will then pick up the task - and the cost. Its main
recommendations propose that the Society seeks to re-position itself so as to achieve a close and more
structured relationship with government and the other relevant public authorities on the basis that its role is
formalised within a framework that provides the necessary accountability and transparency - with the Society
being afforded the status and authority it needs to discharge an enforcement role in a manner that conforms with
21st century expectations. Such partnership would be consistent with arrangements found in other sectors and
would not compromise the Society's status as an independent charity.

Although this re-positioning is the most vital there are other steps the RSPCA can and should take to strengthen
its handling of investigation and prosecution work; and these are within its own gift. Its history of achievement
over 190 years shows it has the capacity to change and adapt. My report is intended to signpostthe way.
Without such change, the Society will be vulnerable to those with a very narrow agenda that is notfounded on
legitimate concern.

24 September 2014
Independent Reviewer:
Stephen Wooler CB

RSPCA
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

INC
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RSPCAUK MEDIA-RECENT REPORTS

Deputy chairman raises concerns

I"September 2013 RSPC, deputy chatm@" FoulDraycottwamedthattheRSPC, ./ears Qin exod"sqf
"disillusionedstqff"with ':pooror even non-existentmanageme"ttrai"ing undc@Feerp@ths"for employees

Whistleblower suicide and Charity Commission investigation

finM"y2013jbnnerRSPCrlemployeeDow"Hubrey-\@rdwasjb""dha"ged@they home when soreri"gfom
depression 41ter leaving the animal charity. I%e RSPC, subsequently had a meeting with the Charity Commission
over its approach toprosec"tio"s

RSPCA
WESTERNAUSTRALIA

INC

Allegations of discrediting of witnesses

On 7rl"gust20i3 the BBCRadio broadcasta" episodec@/led "TheRSPC, -, low unto itse\" The program
presented a number ofc@ses of where theRSPC, hasso"ghtto houndve!s andexper!withesseswho had
appeared in court/by the defence in RSPCAprosec"tio"s

I
.
,

Cat euthanasia, false prosecution, media errors and an apology

Jin A"g"st2014 it was reported that, following a review by the Crown Prosecution Service. IheDtrector of Public
Prosecutionshadexercisedherpowersto take over@riddrop allcharges broughtby theRSPC, againstthe
owners of a cotjbr causing itsoreri"g due to having mattedlily grid bei"g thin. It was reported that the RSPCH
e"than isedthe cotbecu"se its hairwos!o0 long/twas apettheyh@downed167 16yeors

Following a review of the charges by the Crown Prosecution Service. in A"g"st2014, the DirectorqfPub/tc
Pro^C"!ions fopP) exercised harpowers to toke over anddisco"tin"e the prosecutions because theyjailed to
meet the tests seto"tm the Codejbr Crown Prosecutors, TheRSPC, accepts that itjailed to apply the evideniia/
andp"bite interes!tests correctly prior to bringing legalproceedings againstMr and Mrs Bymes and that it was
wrong to have commencedprosecutions againstthem

The RSPC, sincerely apologised to Mr andMrs Bymrs and theirjdmilyjbr the mistakes made in i!s original
intervention, in its incorrectdecisio" toprosec"te them andjbr the errors in its media responses andjbr the
resulting 1/@set anddeqp distress caused both to Ihem and their children

APPENDIX 8

Advertising standards violation

din advertisement pub/,^hedby theRSPC, in IheMetro newspapersaid. "ite UKGovernmentwo"tsto shoo!
Englandl, badgers. We want to vacci"ate them - andsuve their I'ves. "Bu!more ihan loopeop/e complained to
the Advertising Standards Authority 44S, ), saying the use of the ten" "exten"mate" was misleading. The
advertising standards warehdog/'"dged that the ridvert was likely to mislead the generalpublic who had"ot!aken
an active interest in the badger cullsayi"g. "The ad must Morappe"r again in its current/brim. We 101d the RSPCA
motto use language that Implied the whole badgerpopulation in the cull areas would be culled init, mre
advents, itg. "

An RSPC, qpokesman said it "yespecyiilly disagreed" with the complaintwhich hadbee" upheld

Deputy chairman raises concerns over 'political' allegations

finsg@ternber2013 theRSPC, deputy chairman Paw/Draycottsaidth@!'loop0/, 11ba/'campaigns threatened the
charity!slimye and could deter donors. Drayco!! said "We have $pent months discussing where we want to be in
10ye@rs time. bur unless we develop a strategyjbrnowwe won't be here then"

Archbishop of Canterbury's refusal to accept role of vice-patron

find"g"st2@13 the, rehbishop of Canterbury, IMSIi" We16y. declined on invitation to become vice. !,@tro" Ihe
RSPC, . Wh, 7e Lambe!h Palacestaled that "the, FChbi^hop has enon"0"s admiration for the RSPC, andhopes to
see its work thrive long into theft!"re': IheArchbishop!s yen, sol was seen by some us a snub to !he organisation.
us thefourprevio"s archbi^hops hod@us"medthe role
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I

\
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